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ABSTRACT. Let P be a linear differential operator with coefficients in C°°(il) where Q c R«. VPe characterize the hypoelliptic operators in terms of the ^-hypoelliptic operators. P is defined to be *-hypoelliptic on Í1 if and only if u £ V'^Q) and Pu £ C^il) imply u £ C°°iii). We characterize the *-hypoelliptic operators via a priori estimates. We prove P is hypoelliptic on Ö if and only if for u € $'( (1) and Pu e C°°ia' ) with il'c Ö , there CLn^ -Pj-"* + In^^ + S"iQ"> and yniu) = pniu) + qn{Pu).
Proof. Since P: E -► 33 (fi) is linear, R is a vector space. Since Q:
R -► G, both a and y are well defined. Since P and Q ate linear maps, a and y are seminorms. If the graph R x PR is closed in E x F, the locally convex metric space {R, (y )) will be complete and hence a Frlchet space. Let u £ R, u -> u £ E and Pzz -> u in F. Since P: E -»3D (Q)   r  77  '  72  72 is continuous, Pzz -> Pzz in J) (SÎ). Since Pu -> v in F, Pu -> v in 2) (0). '72 ■ 72 '72 Thus Pu = v £ F and u £ R.
In order to show {R, {a )) is complete, let (zz ) be Cauchy in (R, {a )).
Since {R, {y )) and G ate complete, there exist u £ R and v £ G such that u -> zz in E, Pzz -* Pu in F and Ou -> v in G. Since O is continuous
Thus Qzz = zv e G and (R, (a )) is a F rechet space. Since the identity map from (R, (a )) -> (R, (y )) is continuous, we may apply the open mapping theorem in order to get our desired conclusion. ;
In the next theorem we establish necessary conditions for *-hypoellipticity. These conditions will be a priori estimates on subspaces of H oc'(0). This estimate may also be proved by a direct application of Theorem 1.
Recall
In order to prove estimate (C), let E = Hl°JA&), F = C°°(Q), P = P and 1. P is ^-hypoelliptic on ÎÎ. ; 2. Estimate (A) holds for all s £ R.
Estimates (B) crozi (C) hold for all s £ R.
Proof. Theorem 2 gives 1 => 2 and 1 => 3. First we will show 2 => 1.
Let a 6 iDp(Q) and Pzz E C°°(ß). Since zz 6 S¿(Q), zz £ //J°c, (Q) for some s e R. Apply estimate (A) for this s e R. This gives for all f/j , ||cS a|| < » and hence zz 6 /7^oc(Q). Iterate this to get zz £ C\SHX°C{£1) = C°°(fi).
In order to prove 3 =* 1, let zz £ 3)'{Çl) and Pzz £ C°°(Q). Since zz £ H °c,(fl) for some s £ R, estimate (C) implies for suitable choice of cp that ||[P, <p]u\\n < oo. Since [P, cp]u = <pPu-P{cpu), ||P(<£a)||n < « for large rz. In order to obtain ||cSzz|| < co, use estimate (B) with zz replaced by cpu. This holds for all cp £ C^(fl) and hence zz £ H°C{Q,). Iterate this to get zz £ (1 £R Hls0C{Ü) = C°°{il).
If P is an elliptic operator, then one may show la < r r ' ' " "s+m -C{\\Pu\\s + ll"lls+m_i)> where m = order P,u £ C°°{K) with K C Q, compact. Definition. P is local on Q if and only it u £ 2) '(ÎÎ) and Pzz £ C°°(n') with iî'cn imply P(cSzz) £ C°°{Sl') for all cp £ C~(Q'). P is Woczz/ otz Q if and only if. « € 3)¿(íi) and Pzz £ C°° (0) Since P is *-local on each £2 , P is *-local on Í2 . Since 0 are rela-_.
*o' xi *i tively compact, u £ 2)F(iî ) and Pzz £ C°°(fi ). Hence P{tp .cpu) £ C°°(fi ) oo ; z Í " ¿ and P{cf>u) £ C (fî ). We next characterize the *-local operators.
Theorem 4. The following are equivalent:
1. P z's *-local on 0. Since (i/za) is a finite family, and hence locally finite on fi, p{cf>) is a seminorm from the usual topology on C°°(ß). See Hó'rmander [4, p. 6] Since Pu £ C°°(fix ), Pu = Pv £ C^fi ). Since P is hypoelliptic on fi, u = vL £ C°°(fi ).°-'Uy y ■ Suppose P is *-hypoelliptic on each fi and let u £ 2)'(fi) and Pzz € C°°(fi').
We must show u £ C°°(fi ) for all the given fi Cfi.
Since fi is relatively compact, zz £ JJr,(fi^ )• Also Pzz £ C°°(fi ), and since P is *-hypoelliptic on il , r xo x0 x0 u £ C°°(fix ). The proof of the converse is given after the definitions of local and *- 
